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Abstract 
Beginning from the years before colonial rule, the areas that later become Imo State 

in 1976, had began to experience the presence and activities of Hausa migrant 

elements who were from northern Nigeria. In about 1902, however, the population 

activities of the migrants had become unavoidably noticeable, and consequently 

attracted the attention of European colonialist, who at this time, began to accord 

them some official attention, especially, in matters of social security and head 

count. However, with the creation of Imo state in 1976, the population of Hausa 

migrants in Owerre almost tripled and resulted to worrisome source of concern to 

both Owerre indigenes and the government of the day. This concern, never the 

less, gradually became cute with the greater influx Hausa into Owerre, in the years 

after the Nigeria-Biafra war in 1970. In the light of the foregoing, and given the 

unavoidable consequences of the presence and activities of the Hausa migrants in 

Owerre, the present task attempts essaying on the type of economic activities 

which the Hausa migrants were engaged in Owerre between 1976 and 2011. This 

effort is intended to serve as reference document to students of Economic History, 

Statistics, etc., in their scholarly efforts to understand the nature of the economic 

activities engaged in by Hausa migrants in Owerre within the time under review. 

Besides the already stated objectives, the study also hopes to serve as reference 

document to policy makers and administrators in Imo state who may need the 

information for administrative purpose. Most importantly, the study is an attempt 

to fill the space in existing literature which are silent on the economic history of 

Owerre Capital Territory of Imo state.  
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Introduction  

The growth of Owerre from its rudimentary stage, to a modern city and her consequent 

assumption of the status of a state capital in 1976, did come as a child’s play involving 

exclusively, the inputs of Owerre indigenes without reference to the contributions of 

migrant elements. No doubt, many variables both social, economic and political that 

emanated from the efforts of indigenes and non-indigenes alike  were mobilized and 

concentrated to  push the formerly agrarian community, to the status of a modern city, 

hence her eventual assumption of the status of a state capital in 1976. 

 

Not deviating from the process of growth from primitive mode to modern state, as did 

many world communities, Owerre (later changed to Owerri by Europeans) had before 

1902, opened its frontiers to the influx of migrants both from within and outside of what 

later became Imo state. These migrants; Europians, Hausa, Yoruba, Efik, Ijaw,  Ibibio, 

Cameroonians, Chanians, etc, were known foreigners to Owerre who, at one time or the 

other,  contributed economically, socially and politically to the growth and development 

of Owerre.  

 

Writing on the socio-economic importance of the activities migrants to the overall 

economic development of world societies, Peter Stalker, maintains that many countries of 

the world rely on immigrant labour for agricultural development. For him, about 80 

percent of the coffee in the Dominican Republic, for example, is picked by Haitians.1 

Similarly, European farms also depend on immigrants. In the south Spain, for example, 

farmers growing fruits and vegetables in plastic green house are mostly hiring Moroccan 

day labourers.2  

 

Unfortunately however, Hausa migrants in Owerri, were not purely agricultural migrants, 

working in plantations, as there were no such huge plantations that could absorb. Even 

where such plantations existed, as in the case of Ada Palm, Avutu farm, etc., no Hausa 

migrant was noted to have worked in these farms. In the same vein, none of them was 

known to have become   pure pastoralists, who depended entirely on livestock faming 

similar to that of Uganda and Kenya, were according to R.M.A. Van Zwanenberg and 

Anne king, there existed pure pastoralist.3 For Owerre, the business of livestock keeping 

was the exclusive reserve of the roaming Fulani cattle herders who were known to move 

from place to place without constituting what could be termed migrant settlers. 
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 However, a few Hausa who were engaged in the business of livestock keeping in 

combined the trade with petty trading. Away from this, it is understandable, given 

evidences on the ground that Hausa migrants in Owerri, were not industrial workers, as it 

was obvious that the economy of Owerre had not, as at the under review, evolve into an 

industrial economy, that gave yield to industrial production. Even where for instance, 

there was any case of industrial establishments and the consequent industrial production, 

such as the Concord Hotel, Avutu pottery, Imo standard Shoes, etc., only indigenes  a few 

Yoruba, Edo and Ibibio people who had the mental requirements  were employed.  

 

The questions that proceed from the analysis above are; what then were the types of 

economic activities engaged in by Hausa migrants in Owerre? Why did the migrants not 

constitute a bulk of industrial migrant workers or originators of ideas that were capable of 

setting Owerre on the part of industrial growth? These and many more questions will be 

answered in the course of this study.  

 

Theoretical Framework  

To understand the type of economic activities which Hausa migrants in Owerre were 

engaged in, one necessarily needs to employ an appropriate theory that is suitable to 

explains the types of economic activities which The Hausa migrants engaged in during the 

time under study. The chosen theory will no doubt, be able to equally explain the economic 

benefits derived from the activities of the migrants, as well as the socio-economic 

relationships that existed between the Hausa migrants, Owerri indigenes and government 

of Imo state. 

 

To appreciate the reasons for the choice of the present theory, it should be noted that Hausa 

economic activities in Imo state never constituted a special type of economic system 

different from petty trading activity which Owerre people were known for, nor did they 

evolve a pull of economic supper structure ideologically sound enough to stimulate 

industrialization in the economic sub-structures of Owerre. In the same vein, it is doubtful 

if the migrants ever played any role in Imo state civil service since.  

 

The above information being the truth therefore, it can however be said that, the Hausa 

migrants in Owerre solely engaged in the 3=D jobs, meaning; dangerous, dirty and difficult 

jobs. For participating in these jobs, they were however, not relieved of tax payment, as 

taxes were imposed and enforced by the government when and were necessarily. It is for 

this tax relationship between the state government and Hausa migrants, as well as the 

economic space the  Hausa migrants fill within the economy of Owerre, that the Tribute-

paying Mode Theory which was propounded by Samir  Amin, is  most suitably qualifies 
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to explain the economic relationship between the Hausa migrants and Imo state 

government.  

 

According to Samir Amin4, The Tribute-Paying Mode Theory, defines and upholds the 

social and economic relationship that exists between various classes in any economic 

system. In a tribute-paying mode of production, peasants artisans and  petty traders in the 

economic system, are compelled by the laws of the system to give part of their proceeds as 

taxes to the government; while in return, the government provides certain social security 

and amenities. Hausa and Owerre people who transacted any form of in any part of 

Owerre Municipality were by law, required to pay taxes to the state government for 

engaging in economic activities in the area. It is for this essential economic relationship 

which the theory proposes that makes the theory most qualifies for this study. 

 

Hausa Migrants’ Economic Activities in Owerre as an Instrument of Inter Group 

Relation: Perhaps an examination of some of the business activities engaged in by Hausa 

migrants in Owerri is important at this point. This is so because it would give the reader 

an understanding of what economic activities the migrants did or did not do. Among them 

were, but not limited to the following, 

 

Tailoring; Tailoring is an art of sewing garment. Those who sew garments are called tailors 

or Madunka in Hausa language. In Ama-Hausa or elsewhere in Owerri where Hausa tailors 

operated as professionals, different fees were charged for their service. The fees charged 

in turn, depended on the type of cloth and style to be sown. Predominantly, Hausa migrant 

tailors in Owerri sew much of Hausa traditional attire. It was surprising that unlike many 

Igbo tailors who were influenced by English type of cloth designs, the Hausa  migrant 

tailors in  Owerri continued on the line of  their traditional  attire, as  a good number of 

them were specialists in sewing Hausa native dresses. However, this did not mean to 

conclude that they did not sew other peoples’ native attires. 

 

Hausa migrant tailors in Owerri sew for various classes of people; wealthy traders, 

children, women, commoners and youths. In recent times, they also sew Yoruba type of 

flowing gowns. They also sew for Igbo people who desired to own Hausa traditional 

cloths. Among the common types of garments Hausa migrant tailors in  Owerri  sew for 

their customers included;  Big Gown or Baba Riga, as it is called in Hausa language, 

Trousers or Wanduna in  Hausa Language, Caps or Hulunda, Sleeves Shirts or Yarshara, 

Under Wears or Bante, female under wear or Dantofi. Many of the tailors had apprentices 

who learnt the art of sewing. The apprentices served their masters for different number of 

years. Some of them were settled by their masters at the end of their apprenticeship, while 
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others left after they had finished learning the trade to start their own. Whatever was the 

term of agreement, it was expected that both parties would keep to the rules that guided 

the partnership agreement.  

 

Before 1980, most sewing activities by the Hausa migrants in Owerri were done by the use 

of manual sewing machines. But beginning from 1980 when large numbers of electric 

sewing machines were imported into Nigeria, manual sewing machines became relegated 

and consequently paved the way for mass production of sown garments since the newly 

imported sewing machines could sew more garments per hour compared to the fewer 

number of cloths sown by manual machines before 1980. This singular innovation in the 

tailoring industry boosted the economy of tailoring in Ama-Hausa and elsewhere in 

Owerri metropolis. 

 

 Reacting to questions on the nature, security and prospects of tailoring business in Owerri, 

especially as it affected Hausa migrant tailors, Mohammade Rabiu- an Hausa migrant 

tailor in Owerri informs thus, 

 

The profession is  profitable.  I have been in this business for about ten 

years. My customers were mostly Igbo people. I also sew Igbo cloths and 

Hausa cloths for those of them who wanted Hausa cloths.  We also faced 

security challenges. But Hausa youths also provided security for our 

business. The police only stepped in when the case was serious. I did my 

tailoring business in a rented shop, that belong to a Hausa man. I came 

from Sokoto State. There are a good number of Hausa boys who learn t the 

business of sewing from me.5 

 

The organization of tailoring business by Hausa tailors in Owerri was done in such a way 

that the tailors worked alone or with assistance. Their shops were usually small and little 

amount of money was required to start a tailoring business. The items needed by the 

migrants to start a tailoring business included sowing machine, sewing thread, scissors, 

tape, measures, work bench some coarse mats, standing fan, sewing trade and niddles.6 

There were  among them some itinerant tailors who did not own any shop, but carried 

their sewing machine about, looking for people to serve. This class of Hausa migrant tailors 

specialized in mending torn cloths for people. Bello is a price chart for the various prices 

charged by the tailors. 
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1990-2011 Price Index 

Fig 4.1 

S/N PRODUCT COST OF SEWING 

1 Flowing gown N300-N500 depending on designs to be added 

2 Cloth amendment N10-N30 depending on the nature of damage 

3 Babariga N300-N500 depending on style to be sewn 

4 Trousers  N200-N300 

5 Sleeves shirts   N300-N400 

6 Caps  N200-N300 

7 Danchiki  N200-400 

                                 Source; field work tabulation 

 

Leather Works The Hausa name for leather-work is Dukaci. Similarly, the leather-worker 

is called Dukawa. None of them can exist without the other. Leather-work was a very 

important economic activity for which Hausa people were known. Beginning from the 

time of old, indigenes of Kano, Katsina, Sokoto and Zaria were known leather workers. A 

migrant leather worker informed that, Before the modern era, leather workers were known 

to have occupied many cities in Kano such as; Dukawa, Yantandu and Kofar Wambai. The 

tradition of leather works continued in Kano up to our modern time, as shown by the 1926 

census of trade's men in Kano, there were at that time 473 taxable leather workers in Kano 

city.7 

 

As both internal and external forces changed the economic structures of most states in 

northern Nigeria and the consequent induced migration,   Hausa   migrants,   acting   as   

vectors of innovation in leather-works, immigrated into eastern Nigeria, and  some of them 

went to Owerri to  established the culture of leather-works. Consequent upon this, leather 

works flourished in such areas like Ama-Hausa, Obinze, Nekede, Orji and Ihiagwa where 

the migrants had settlements.8 The aspects of leather-works common among the migrants 

in Owerri included shoe shining, shoe making, shoe repair, belt and shoe selling. 

 

Historically, shoe shining and general leather- works were not popular among Hausa 

youths before the World War 11, and consequently, were not known among Hausa 

migrants in Owerri within that time. It was, however, before this time, the preserve of older 

Hausa men in Kano who did it as a leisure activity. By the end of World War II, the business 

had become popular among youths of Jos, Zaria, Kano, Kaduna and Lagos. This was 

because youths who served the ex- service men who returned from the World War II, 

polished and mended house hold leather goods in the houses of those ex soldiers, and in 

the process, acquired the knowledge of leather works. They in turn took the knowledge to 
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the cities hence the art of leather repair and polishing was made known and gradually 

spread to other parts of Nigeria.9 This accounted for the origin, popularity and economic 

relevance of leather-works among Hausa migrants who carried the culture to Owerri. 

 

Leather repair, shoe shining and general leather-works were common trade for Hausa 

migrants in Owerri. This was in addition to those who produced new shoes or leather 

goods and those who were involved in the importation and sales of leather goods in 

Owerri. Also a good number of them were cobblers and shoe shiners who charged very 

small amount of money for their service. Their modus operandi involved ownership of 

small cabin along road sides in Owerri or at security post in front of buildings where they 

combined leather-works with sales of articles and security service. Some of them carried 

their kit around town, looking for those who were in need of their service. This group was 

called itinerant shoe repairers. 

 

Those who scouted for customers around town were often seen in such places in Owerri 

as; Banks, Hotels, Churches, Mosques, Motor Parks, Police Stations, Market and Army 

Barracks. Those were places where they could easily find customers. Again, the shoe 

shiners among them and the itinerant leather repairers constituted sources of danger to 

Owerri people. This was  because this group of  the migrants in addition to doing their 

legitimate business also served as spies, informants and peddlers of different kinds of 

drugs such as Indian Hemp, Cocaine, etc. 

 

 They carried out these illicit businesses successfully because people of Owerri hardly 

suspected them, since the general impression was that hard drugs peddling was the 

exclusive business of the rich. Because they had access into many official places in Owerri, 

such as Government House, Police and Army Barracks, they were at ease getting 

information from people while transacting such unlawful business with them. No wonder 

whenever there was crisis in Owerri, before any one would know it, all the Hausa migrants 

in Owerri would disappear. Some would seek refuge at the Army Barracks nearby or 

return to their source in northern Nigeria. 

 

 Security Guards Besides leather-works, Night Watch, popularly called Masu Gadi in 

Hausa language was unknown to Hausa people before the emergence of European 

colonialism in Nigeria. R. Armstrong commenting on this, maintains that, 

 

Though, there were cases of organized private security to guard the 

Caravans for safety of traders and trade goods. However, the idea of 

private security followed the British security arrangement which  
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gradually gave way for private security known in Hausa as “Yangadi" In 

addition to the arrival of Europeans and the introduction of formal 

security system, especially in Kano area, were  the economic depression 

of the   1930s which came with increased cases of poverty and suffering 

among the people of northern Nigeria. This ugly trend pushed many 

youths into   stealing. The social problems caused by stealing therefore 

forced the leaders and people of Kano into forming private security 

outfit.10 

 

Over time as many of the Hausa youths who possessed the knowledge of night-watch 

arrived Owerri, finding nothing else to do, either because they lacked capital to start up a 

trade or that they lacked the competence and the required knowledge of available trade, 

they therefore took to night-watch as an occupation. This was to enable them raise capital 

for petty trading business. Some of the richer ones among them employed the services of 

some of the Hausa migrants as watchmen, so did the Igbo people. It was observed that 

these night watchmen combined night watch with other economic activities such as sales 

of provision. Again, because many of them did not have houses where they slept at night, 

they used their security post in the building where they guarded as their sleeping place. 

 

Given the hostile nature of some of the Hausa watchmen, one was at lost as to know if they 

had any formal security training before taking up the job. However, what was obvious 

about them as at the time of writing was that they had the courage, fearlessness and the 

passion for the job. Unfortunately, many of them especially those who worked for private 

house owners were paid very small amount of money compared to the risky nature of the 

job. It was also observed that each night watchman who worked for private house owners 

or establishment in Owerri was paid the sum of three thousand naira (3000.00) or less per 

month between 1981- and 1999, five thousand naira (5000.00, between 1999 and 2011.11 On 

the other hand, those who worked with companies were paid salaries ranging from five 

thousand (5000.00) to ten thousand naira. This also depended on the nature and buoyancy 

of the company involved. 

 

Laundry Men Known in Hausa language as Yanwanki, was more popular among Hausa 

migrants who lived in   Obinze than elsewhere in Owerri. Wealthy Hausa migrants in 

Ama-Hausa also patronized Hausa washer men in the area.  Given the level of 

professionalism Hausa cloth washer men displayed when carrying out the act of washing, 

one began to wonder where they learnt the skill. Dan Asabe’s submission reveals that, the 

knowledge of laundry or commercial cloth washing was new to Hausa people. It was an 

imported business, and was common among stranger elements in Kano before 1926. Up to 
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the period 1950/57, cloth washing as an occupation was not recorded in Kano city as few 

of them, only about I7, 250 taxable adults were identified as washer men.12 
 

This was also the case for many urban cities in northern Nigeria before 1926. However, 

with the influx of stranger elements, especially in Kano city, and the emergence of white 

collar jobs with increased numbers of workers whose official assignments never gave them 

the opportunity to wash their cloths by themselves, a group of jobless boys took up the 

duty of washing cloths for those strangers. This marked the beginning of professional 

washer men in Kano.13 Before 1980, an average Hausa washer man used to go from one 

officer’s house to the other collecting their cloths and uniforms to wash. The washing 

technique then was very simple. After collecting cloths from his customers, he could go to 

one of the many open air laundry to wash them. After washing the cloths, he hung them 

in the open air for the cloths to dry. After they had all dried, he collected them, ironed them 

with local iron powered with charcoal. After he was done with the ironing, he took them 

to their owners in the evening. 
 

Contrarily, with the popularization of electric iron and the introduction of modern 

washing equipments, many Hausa washer men in Owerri began to carry out their business 

in rented shops. They also started to wash with improved detergents. The local charcoal 

iron was equally replaced with electric iron. Many of them also hired the services of boys 

who helped them washed and ironed the washed cloths. This was important if they must 

meet the need of the increasing number of customers. The economy of washing in Owerri 

was simple. After paying for the cost of materials such as; soap, blue, starch, cost of renting 

a shop, etc, the washer man was left with very little amount of money after each month. 

According to Danladi Isa, the table below shows different prices charged by Hausa 

migrants for their laundry services in Obinze. 
 

Price Index for laundry services from 1983-2010 

                                         Fig 4.2 

S/N Items Services  Prices  

1 Flowing gown with trousers Washing/ironing N100.00 

2 Single trousers Washing/ironing N100.00 

3 Shirts  Washing/ironing N100.00 

4 Suit Washing/ironing N200.00 

5 Army Karki Washing/ironing N100.00 

6 Flowing gown Washing, starching/ironing  N200.00 

7 Cap Washing/ironing N50.00 

8 Bed covers  Washing/ironing N100.00 

                           Source; field work tabulation 
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Though, these prices may change depending on market condition at any point in time. A 

few of the washer men interviewed informed that, laundry profession had associated 

hazards. Washer men were exposed to various water born diseases such as worms, 

bilharzias and common cold. More so, their palms were  often rough, hard and dry, due to 

constant washing. They also suffered from chest pains and muscle pains due to constant 

exercise of muscular powers.14 

 

Barbing The knowledge of barbing came to Hausa people from their Kanuri neigbours 

who in turn, claimed to have acquired the skill from Arabs who came to Borno in the 10th 

century. They in turn carried the skill to Owerri. Barbing profession is classified into two 

groups. According to N.S. Nadel, the classification includes, 

 

Ordinary barbers called "Wanzaman gashi" who only cut or shaved the 

hair of men, women and children cut or trim fingers or toe nails and 

dispense simple medicine. The second class was called "Wanzaminjini" in 

Hausa language. He, in addition to the general function of cutting and 

shaving of hair, was also known to engage in specialized functions like 

circumcision, bloodletting, cutting of tribal marks, removing the uvula of 

new born babies.15 

 

It is difficult to estimate the number of Hausa migrant barbers in Owerri between 1976 and 

2011. However, what is clear to the present researcher is that Hausa barbers did not move 

from one street of Owerri to another looking for customers.16 In Ama-Hausa, Obinze and 

Government House area, the locations of Hausa migrant barbers were known, and their 

activities well established. Customers, especially Hausa persons who needed their services 

just walked up to them in the open air space where many of them displayed their working 

tools waiting for customers. 

 

Even though that itinerant barbing was not common among Hausa migrant barbers in 

Owerri, the fact is that some of them went to wealthy Hausa families to barb them. Some 

highly placed Hausa migrants did not need to go to the barbers. Some times for job well 

done, they could receive money higher than the normal price of shaving the hair of the 

wealthy Hausa migrants10. Aside of Hausa migrants, Igbo people hardly patronized 

Hausa migrant barbers. This was because their Igbo neigbours preferred to use electric or 

manual clippers to shave their hair. For Abdul Wanzani, the basic tools Hausa migrant 

barbers in Owerri used included, 
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-Almakashi (pair of scissors for trimming  

-Askar Aski (razor for shaving) 

-Buta (bottle or gourge for storing water) 

-Dusten Washi (small smooth stone for sharpening razors) 

-Fatar washi (a piece of leather for smoothing razors) 

-Kafa (Instrument made from cow horns for cupping water) 

-Kohila (scalpel for removing uvula) 

-Kwano (cup for storing water during the process of shaving) 

-Modubi (Mirror for looking at the face after shaving). 

-Matsefi (comb for combing beard) 

-Sabulu (soap for washing the hair before the start of shaving)”. 17  

 

They charged prices ranging from twenty  naira for children and fifty naira for adults 

between 1990 and 2011. Though, good spirited persons might pay higher than the normal 

price to show appreciation for job well done. 

 

Plastic Containers Repair This was another important job engaged in by Hausa migrants 

who lived in Owerri. Abadulkarim Umar Dan-Asabe would have us believe that, the 

business of plastic repair became popular among Hausa people in Kano in the 1970s. In 

Kano metropolis, the business of plastic repair was popularized by the Yandaba people.18 

As those who have acquired the skill moved to parts of Nigeria, and indeed, Owerri 

beginning from the end of the Biafra/Nigeria War in 1970, the trade was brought along 

with them.  

 

This is not to say that the business of container repair was not known in Owerri before the 

coming of Hausa migrants to the area. Worthy of note however, is that the business of 

container repair took more professional dimension with the coming of the migrants to the 

area. Most of Hausa itinerant container repairers did not need to go from one street or 

community to the other looking for customers. This was because they needed to stay at a 

place in order to make fire- a substance that was very important for the job. Alhaji   Yahaya   

Dan-Musa explains that,  

 

Hausa container repairers in Owerri and elsewhere did not have to go 

round to look for customers because of the need for fire. Customers came 

to them with broken containers for repair works. The repairer started his 

duty by putting a hand full of charcoal in a shallow, six inches 

circumference whole already in the ground. He then lighted the fire with 

the aid of kerosene which he sprayed over the charcoal. After the fire was 
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properly set, he put all his butcher knives inside the burning charcoal, and 

left them until they were red hot. The broken plastic was then repaired by 

placing the hot metal knives on the damaged spot.19 

 

The basic tools the migrants used in repairing broken containers were simple ones. They 

included butcher knives with wooden handle, kerosene, matches, neater container and 

charcoal. Most times they did not need shop, but only a place to sit as they carried out their 

repair work. A visit to places like Obinze, and Ama-Hausa, one finds Hausa migrant 

container repairers doing their business. However, in recent times these migrants could 

also move from place to place as they look for customers. The change in method, unlike in 

the 1970s and 80s was informed by the availability of mobile charcoal containers which 

enabled them make fire anywhere as they moved about looking for customers. The prices 

charged for container repair vary with the extent of damage involved. However, between 

1983 and 2000, the cost of container repair was between N10 and N20, depending on the 

level of damage. The prices quoted above were certainly not the same in 2011.20 

 

Cart, Truck and Wheel Barrow Pushers Truck pushing was a fashionable economic 

activity which many of the migrants engaged in before the 1980s. One could see many of 

them, especially the younger ones engaged in this type of business around Eke Onunwa 

Market, Relief Market and Obinze areas of Owerri. However, both trucks and hand 

pushed-carts, usually with two wheels were gradually replaced with wheel-barrows. 

Many of the migrant truck and wheel-barrow pushers seen around the above mentioned 

areas were engaged in the service of people, mostly Igbo and their fellow Hausa persons 

who wanted their goods carried from the point of purchase to another point or destination, 

either within the market or elsewhere within the capital territory. Usually, since these 

means of transportation were not mechanically or electrically propelled, pushers exerted 

a lot of physical strength in moving them. In most cases, the engagement involved 

conveying small quantity of goods between trek able distant. 

 

Truck, Wheel-barrow or Cart used for carrying goods by the migrants could be acquired 

by direct purchase or hired from individuals whose business was to own large number of 

the transport and in turn, hired them out to members of the public on daily basis, with 

payment of token sum of money. Sometimes this fee was paid in cash or after a day's 

business. Truck and Cart in most cases were used also to distribute water to house-holds 

on request. Each Cart or Truck could carry as many as ten or twenty liters of water. Some 

of the migrants who were in for this type of business charged fees ranging from five to ten 

naira for each gallon of water delivered to the house-hold. This was the price situation 

between 1980 and 1995. The major recipients of this service within the stated period were 
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mostly police and military officers who lived in Owerri, Obinze and Government House 

areas.21  

 

The use of hand-push-carts was not original to Hausa people. It was introduced first in 

Kano by Yoruba people. It was from Kano that the knowledge of the use of hand-push-

carts was made popular and gradually spread to other parts of Hausa land22. The 

knowledge of the use of hand-push-cart was probably brought to Owerri by the Hausa 

migrants.  By 1980 and the 1990s, the use of hand-push- carts as means of conveying goods 

from one point to the other had become popular. 

 

Motor Transport Service Hausa migrants in Owerri who were engaged in motor 

transportation constituted much of the seasonal migrants whose business was to transport 

goods, especially agricultural products and animals from northern Nigeria to the eastern 

part of the country. Many of them who were engaged in transportation as a form of 

business were temporary visitors to Owerri. Their major areas of operation included; 

Obinze, Relief Market and the new Fruit Market along Owerri Onitsha Road where 

government of Imo State provided parking space for Lorries and trailers that conveyed 

agricultural products from northern Nigeria to Owerri. It was in these places that one 

could find major market for agricultural products from northern Nigeria such as, Grand 

Nuts, Sugar Cain, Tomatoes, Pepper, Onion, Yam, Potato, Goat, Cattle, Vegetables, etc. 

 

These goods were bulky and needed to be transported by trailers or Lorries. Malam Sanusi 

Kadaki informs that, each time a trailer that carried goods from northern Nigeria arrived 

Owerri, it would require one week or two to discharge its content before it could travel 

back to the north. Within the one week the driver and conductor of the trailer needed to 

stay in Owerri, most of them spent the time with their relatives and friends, while others 

who did not have relatives or Hausa friends preferred to spend the entire week sleeping 

in the park. Most of the time, they slept in the trailer or lorry, as they waited for the goods 

to be discharged. 

 

Most of the Lorries and heavy duty trucks were owned by Hausa people. For instance, 

before 1980, most of the heavy duty trucks belonged to such people as Garba Bichi, Alhaji 

Sanusi Dantata, Alhaji Aminu Dantata, Alhaji Sanusi Marshall and Alhaji Isa Kairibi.23 It 

was often difficult to find Igbo transporters who owned trucks used for conveying 

agricultural products from north to eastern Nigeria. 

 

Besides heavy duty trucks which conveyed bulky goods from northern Nigeria to Owerri, 

there were some of the migrants who lived in such places as Obinze, Nekede and Ihiagwa 
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that were engaged in commercial bus driving. For instance, Musa Mohammed from 

Dambata Local Government in Kano State was a migrant taxi driver that shuttled between 

Obinze and Ama-Hausa area. When interviewed, he had this to say about his profession, 

my name is Muhammed Musa. I am a taxi driver. I drive Passate C.R.V. I shuttle between 

Ama-Hausa and Mami Market in Obinze. I have dreven taxi in Owerri for about thirty 

years. I am fifty seven years of age. The Passat C.R.V I drive and other cars I have driven 

belonged to Igbo men who gave them out to me on the agreement to remit certain amount 

of money on weekly basis. Presently, I live at Okwu Uratta with my family.24Like Musa 

Muhammad, there were many of the migrants who either drove their own commercial 

vehicles or drove for other people on mutual agreement which defines the amount of 

money the driver would return to the Owner of the vehicle, either on daily or weekly basis. 

 

Other Economic Activities Which Hausa Migrants in Owerri were engaged in The art of 

buying and selling or trading generally was associated with Hausa migrants in Owerri for 

many years ago. The popularity of this form of business among the migrants was due to 

the fact that the business was economically rewarding to the migrants. Expectedly, because 

of the high  and  fast  profit trading guaranteed the migrants, they were therefore seen 

actively engaged in the sales of such items as; fresh Sugar Cane, Sweet Meat, fresh Fruits, 

fried Fish, Kola nuts, Cotton  materials, Cattle, Goat, Yam, Potatoes, Pepper, Onion, Rice, 

Beans, Vegetables, and many types of processed food items. 

 

To be more specific, Sugar Cane selling was a seasonal business which depended on 

changes in farming season in northern Nigeria. This was also the case with many 

agricultural items which the Migrants sold. Importantly, Sugar Cane, one of the common 

commodities the migrants in Owerri sold was alien to Nigeria. According to Muhammed,  

 

 The cane was original to New Guinea where it was said to have been 

cultivated years ago as popular garden plant. It spread gradually about 

3000 years ago through the Malay Archipelgo and then to Indochina and 

Bengal. This original sugar cane hybridized the wild canes of India and 

China and the result was the modern varieties of sugar Cane.25 

  

Muhammed further informs that,  

 

The introduction of Sugar Cane to Nigeria was connected with the 

establishment of contact with the Portuguese in the 16th century during 

which time the product was first introduced to the Nigeria coastal 

dwellers. It was from this point that the crop gradually found its way 
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through Yoruba, Nupeland, Zaria Southern Katsina, Southern Kano, 

Eastern Sokoto and the rest of the area.  This argument was backed by 

linguistic evidence as the name of sugar cane in Yoruba is Rake, as well as 

in Hausa; it is called the same name; Rake.26 

 

Over time, as Hausa migrants began to visit Owerri in their numbers, the crop was brought 

along with them. 

 

Cola-nut Hawking Cola Nut hawking was one of the numerous economic activities for 

which Hausa migrants in Owerri were known. The popular type known in Hausa local 

parlance as Gorro was their favorite for sale.  Classified among the trade of the poor among 

Hausa migrants in Owerri, the trade served mostly Hausa migrants in Owerri who were 

known as major consumers of Cola Nuts. Often Cola Nuts Hawkers were seen carrying 

their goods about in small tray or permanently seated in their small road side shop selling 

different types of goods including Cola Nuts. The economy of Cola Nut trade was simple. 

Depending on the species, Cola Nut cost between twenty naira and fifty naira, a knob. 

Some time four knobs of cola nut could be sold for thirty naira in peak periods, the prices 

were however higher in off season. 

 

Brockers or Middle Men There were some Hausa migrants in Owerri whose economic 

activities involved linking buyers to sellers. The middle men were seen in various types of 

trade such as cattle trade, goat, grains, vegetables etc.  The brokers earned their living from 

the commission which they charged the owners of the goods when the item canvassed for 

were sold. Usually brokers charged ten percent for every single cattle they were able to 

sell. In Obinze Cattle Market for instance, the real owners of cattle or goat on display hardly 

jostled for customers. They depended on the middle men for customers. It was only when 

contact with prospective buyers was made that the real owner of the cattle took over the 

bargaining for the final price the cattle would be sold at. Some time, the agents began the 

transaction and ended it up without the real owner of the goods being involved. The same 

process took place at the slaughter where Cows were killed and finally displayed for sale 

to the members of the public. 

 

Depending on the size of the Cow, each Cow cost between twenty to fifty thousand naira. 

This was the price between 1990 and 2002. Besides the commission the owners of the Cow 

paid to the middle men, they also paid commission for using the space provided by the 

government at Obinze, as well as fees for security services to the military officers at Obinze 

Barracks. Other livestock sold at the market also attracted necessary commission for the 

use of the market. Some of the Cow owners were Hausa and Fulani military officers who 
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engaged the services of the the Hausa and Fulani migrants to rear and took car of the Cows. 

Slaughtering of Cow in the slaughter at Obinze Cow Market took place as early as 4: 00 am 

every day. An approximate number of thirty to fourty Cows were slaughtered on daily 

basis and sold to the members of the public. 

 

Brocade Cloth Sales Alhaji Umaru informs that his type of business was brocade cloth 

selling. He adds that, he had been in the business for about twenty years, and that he does 

not live in Owerri; rather he used to come to Owerri periodically from Sokoto State to do 

business in Owerri. He also did not have shade in Ama-Hausa or anywhere within Owerri 

metropolis.27 This confirms Umaru's accounts that not all Hausa Migrants in Owerri were 

permanently residing in the area. Many of them were only seasonal and temporary 

migrants who came to do business in Owerri for a short time, and thereafter, returned to 

their base in the north. Contributing to the topic, Muhammed Asu explains that he had 

been a provision dealer in Ama- Hausa for a period of five years. He adds that, the shop 

where his goods were displayed belonged to a Hausa man to whom he paid rent monthly. 

This was a confirmation that some of the migrants in Owerri were provision  sellers. 

 

Sweat Meat Sellers The emergence of sweat meat selling in Owerri was connected to the 

coming of Hausa migrants to Owerri.28 The popular sweetened Cow meat known as Suya 

which became common among Owerri people was taken most of the time as snack. Hausa 

Suya sellers operated both in the day and at night.Often seen positioned at strategic 

locations such as hotels, Ama-Hausa and entertainment centers in, and, around Owerri, 

they were some tImes easy going people. Common among them was the popular Bala Suya 

whose Suya joint along Okigwe Road towards Imo State University was known to many.  

 

Though late, Bala Suya attracted many Hausa Suya sellers to Owerri.29 

There were a lot of Hausa migrants who were engaged in Suya selling business. One of 

them gave his experience in the following words, I am a Suya seller. I have been in the 

business for seventeen years. I also have another shop at Nnaze where I sell Suya. I have 

some of my boys who sell Suya for me. The shop where I sell Suya at Ama-Hausa is a rented 

one. So far, the business has been moving well; Ishia Alah.  

 

Many of them had tables where they displayed their goods along road side. Some 

of them had apprentices who helped them in doing the business. For instance, the 

youth chairman of Hausa settlement in Owerri had many boys who sold Suya for 

him. He informs that in addition to Suya selling, he was also involved in selling live 

stocks, thus confirming the fact that some of the migrants combined more than one 

business at a time.30                                
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 The Art of Begging Among Hausa Migrants in Owerri It is difficult to classify this 

activity as an economic one. In the same vein, its  contributions to the development of 

Owerri’s economy is equally difficult to determine. However, it has to be noted that the 

art of begging, a cultural taboo among Igbo, had come to stay among some Hausa migrants 

who lived in Owerri. Begging as an activity in Owerri was connected to disabled Hausa 

migrants. There were different types of disabilities among the migrants. This, in turn, 

determined the various groups into which the beggars were grouped. 

 

Like many  associations in Kano State such as Butchers’ Association, which had Sarkin Fawa 

as their head, Prostitutes’ Association, with Magajiya, as the head leader, Grain Sellers’ 

Association with Korama as their head leader and barbers’ Association with Magajin as 

their leader, so  did Beggars or mendicants were grouped into associations, with head 

leaders.31.For instance, Hausa migrants’ disables in Owerri and elsewhere in Nigeria were 

grouped into the following associations with head leaders. The association of Dan-guragu 

with Sarki Guragu as their leader, this group was made up cripples. There was also the 

association of kutare for the Lepers. The head leadership of this group was Sarkin Kutare. 

The other group of mendicant Hausa migrants in Owerri was the blind peoples association 

known in Hausa language as Makati. The head of this group was known as Sarki Makati. 

 

These associations were allowed formal registration by the Edict signed by Group Captain 

W.I Adedero, the then military governor of Kano State in 1978. Sequel to the formal 

approval of the groups’ operation in Kano State and their subsequent migration to other 

parts of Nigeria including Imo State, one is therefore not in doubt that they and the 

subsequent ones were actually the originators of large scale Hausa migrant beggars in 

Owerri.31 However, what one was not too sure of was whether the migrants’ associations 

and their operations in Owerri were legally recognized or not. However, what is certain 

about these beggars is that they used their command structure to perfect their begging 

activities as most of them were seen doing their businesses in strategic locations within the 

capital territory. For instance, motor parks, Ama-Hausa area, Obinze, major streets and 

roads in Owerri used to be the favourite spots where they carried out begging activities.32 

However, the regrettable aspect of the activities of the migrant beggars was that it was 

difficult to assess the impact of their activities on the economy of Owerri. Even though the 

present research findings have it that they were organized into associations with head 

leaders, unfortunately they were operationally unorganized since there was no clear cut 

mechanism for monitoring their activities and accessing their economic additions to, and 

subtractions from the economy of Owerri. All there was, however, was that the beggars 

made returns on daily basis to the leadership of their individual groups who used the 

returns for personal purposes.33  
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One must  also concede that the cripples’ association had endavoured to enlist its members 

in sporting activities in Imo State, thus secured Imo State government’s recognition, as 

many of its members were  seen around Dan Anyiam Stadium on wheel- chairs playing 

Hand-ball, Hockey, Cricket, Basket- ball; while others were engaged in such other sporting 

activities as Weight-lifting. These groups of medicaments did not fall within the basket of 

beggars whose roles in the economy of Owerri was questionable. By simply engaging in 

these categories of sports, they were believed to have contributed to the economy of the 

state34 

 

Another aspect of their economic activity which the present researcher cannot afford to 

ignore was Currency Exchange. Like the rearing of cows and sales of sweet meat or Suya as 

it was popularly known, Hausa migrants in Owerri dominated Currency Exchange 

business. A good number of them were seen operating around Ama-Hausa (Amawusa) area 

of Owerri, Concord Hotel and Obinze Army Barracks. Their duty was to supply any type 

of currency to those who needed them in exchange for another currency.35 Most times, the 

prices the different currencies were sold was dependent on the International money 

exchange rate as well as the forces of demand and supply. 

Besides the above mentioned economic activities engaged in by the   migrants in Owerri, 

it is also known that a good number of them engaged in the sales of different species of 

birds. The bird sellers among them were found around Obinze Cattle Market and Relief 

Market in Owerri where they displayed various species and kinds of birds, such as foul, 

turkey and Bush- fowl. During pick periods such as November and December, larger 

quantities of these birds were brought to Owerri for sale in order to satisfy the high 

demand for them. A look at the price chat below reveals different prices of birds sold at 

the market at different times. 

 

  A Chart Showing Different Prices of Birds Between 1979 and 1980 

                                             Fig 4.3 

SPECIES/KIND OF BIRD PRICES        PER BIRD MONTHS 

Broiler N2-N3 December/Nov 

Bush fowl N1 Dec/Nov 

Tocky N3-N4 Nov/Dec 

Bush fowl egg 1 kobo for 3 balls Every month 

                                Sourc; Field Work Tabulation. 
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The Yangumana; 

Qumama, the Arabic word from which the styled Hausa version- Yangumama was 

derived means, refuse, dirty, and worthless object. The word found expression into Hausa 

language with the addition of the prefix yan,thus, giving it the complete meaning 

‘yangumama,’ which means those who sale old cloths or objects. 

 

Historically, the Gumama Market or used items market among the Hausa started at the 

piligrimes’ camp off Rotsinia Road, in 1979, by Nigerians who were repatriated from Saudi 

Arebia. The Gumama Market was thereafter relocated to Kasuwar Rimi, near the Muritala 

Muhammed Hospital. The Gumama Market started as a make shift market, whereby those 

who sold old stuffs along Rimi Road, had no shops, but displayed their goods in the open, 

in readiness to run at the sight of Law Enforcement Agents, because the trade was not a 

lawfully recognized one in Kano in 1979.36 

 

Theirs items of trade included varieties of used items such as cloths, mats, household 

utensils. In Owerri area, a number of Hausa migrants dealing on used items were found 

from the 1980s. Most of the itimes these class of traders were found around Ama-Hausa 

areas in Owerri, Obinze, within and around the Army Barracks. Since the business 

involved buying and selling of old and used items, the proprietors of the business  also 

included used iron stuff, bottles and plastic materials to their items of trade, to the effect 

that, Hausa migrants are seen all over Owerri and its environs picking and buying iron 

materials and bottles, at given- away prices. 

 

It is strongly believed that the spread of this business to Owerri beginning from the 1980s, 

was accounted for by such reasons as; the need to have better market and prices for their 

goods and to escape the watchful eyes of the Kano Metropolis Law Enforcement Agents, 

who would not allow free business activities for these class of traders. So, at the end of the 

war, in 1970, and the consequent return of peace to Eastern Nigeria, the Yangumas migrated 

to Owerri, where they found accepted and giving hospitality by Owerri indigenes, hence 

the subsequent introduction of this type of economic activity in the area. 

 

Sweet-Meat Making And Sellers, Besides the above mentioned occupations which Hausa 

migrants were engaged in, they were also known for the production of such sweet meets 

like the popular Nakiya.This was a known type of sweetmeat made with rice and fried with 

honey and butter. It is mostly consumed by the Hausa migrants as parts of their diets. 

Another type of sweet meet for which Hausa people were known in Owerri was the poplar 

Funkaso. Funkaso was a wheat fried cakes, made by grinding the wheat into flour and 
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mixing it with water, potash and yeast. The mixture was thereafter made into flat shape, 

and was dipped into hot groundnut oil and fried as cake for consumption. 

 

Other types of snacks and sweetmeat which Hausa migrants hawked around Owerri 

included, the Alkali. The Alkali was a form of snack, made by grinding wheat into flour. 

With addition of a little Tsamiya, or Tamarind, the flour is rolled into balls, mixed with 

sugar, honey, and dropped into hot groundnut oil to fry. Similarly, kuli-kuli, was another 

cake snack which Hausa migrants produced and hawked around Owerri. Kuli-Kuli was 

made from mashed groundnuts. Kuli-kuli was a popular snack which younger Hausa 

migrants hawked in Owerri. With the introduction of these varieties of sweet meets and 

cakes into Owerri, the food items on the food menu of an average Owerri man increased. 

Many of these food items were introduced in Hausa land from Saudi Arabia and North 

Africa.        

 

The list of Hausa migrants’ economic activities in Owerri as can be seen above is not 

exhaustive. For instance, it is known, but not on record, that Hausa migrants in Owerri 

were engaged in such clandestine   economic activities as gun-running, drug peddling, 

herbal medicine, espionage activities and secrete prostitution. There were also those who 

rendered such services as cattle rearing and praise singing for the wealthy migrants among 

them. Though, Cattle rearing as a business was not popular among the Hausa. It was the 

exclusive reserve of the Fulani. But with its introduction into Hausa land by the Fulani, a 

few Hausa migrants in Owerri became integrated into the business. Thus, it was therefore 

not suprising to see some Hausa elements got involved in Cattle rearing business in 

Owerri.  

 

Divers contributions of the Hausa Migrants to the economic Development of Owerri 

There were divergent opinions on the issue of the contributions of Hausa migrants to the 

development of Owerri. Some of the opinions had it that Hausa migrants in Owerri were 

parasites who extracted as much as they could from the economy of Owerri without 

contributing anything to the development of the area. Yet, on the other hand, views 

expressed by the second group were in support of the fact that the migrants' contributions 

to the overall development of Owerri were many visible for anybody to see. 

 

 However, there  a third group who were of the view that when weighed on the balance, 

it was discovered that even though the migrants actually contributed to the development 

of Owerri, but  their contributions were not commensurate with what they took away from 

the economy of Owerri. Going by such submission, it was clear that this group did not 

undermine the contributions of the Hausa migrants, but only pointed out that their 
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contributions were not enough in comparism to what they gained from the economy of 

Owerri. 

 

For the group that believed that Hausa migrants in Owerri contributed much to the 

development of Owerri economy as could be deduced from the arguments of Baba 

Suleman and Tom Njemanze, whose arguments were anccord on historical antecedents, 

insisted that the socio-economic and political activities of the first group of the Hausa 

migrants in Owerri were greatly contributory to the overall development of Owerri. 

Ventilating his views on the matter, Suleman states thus,  

 

My Father- Malam Yahaya was among the group of persons who 

welcomed H.M. Douglas and his team of administrators to Owerre in 

about 1902. Because Douglas and his European officials found my father 

and his Hausa friends worthy as honest people, ,they trusted my father 

and the Hausa migrants whom they met in Owerri on arrival, so they 

(British) began to work with them more than they did with indigenes of 

Owerri. When they were considering the name to be given to the area 

where they visited; then the area was called Owerre. It was the Hausa 

migrants who were close to H.M Douglas that told British officials that the 

area was called Owerri. Thus droping the final "e" in the name and 

replaced it with "i".This mutilation in name remained, hence Owerre 

people are today refered to as Owerri people.This, in itself, was a 

contribution to the making of a peoples' name.37 

 

 Similarly, he continues, 

Hausa traders in Owerri were responsible for exposing Owerri people to 

a lot of business opportunities and  economic activities for which Hausa 

people were known. For instance, it was Hausa butchers and "Suya" sweet 

meat sellers that taught Owerri people the business of butchering of cow 

and sales of "suya" as well as trade in cattle among many others. Even 

though Owerri people were not  able to learn the secret of rearing cattle 

because they (Owerri) people only had goat and because the environment 

of Igbo land did not, with its tick forested nature, support the rearing of 

cow. They were however, exposed to business of currency exchange. All 

these brought financial returns to Owerri people. Our people also 

introduced Owerri people to trade on agricultural products such as cereal 

and vegetable crops from northern Nigeria. These constituted verities of 
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foods available to Owerri people. It was also a great source of income to 

Owerri people.38 

 

Besides the above mentioned contributions of Hausa migrants to the development of 

Owerri area, it is also on record, according to Baba Suleman that,  

 

When Catholic Priests came to Owerri with the intention of establishing 

Catholic Church in Owerri, Nnamdi Azikiwe, the then ceremonial and 

first president of the newly independent Nigeria, who also was a friend of 

my father (Malam Yahaya), he, Nnamdi Azikiwe gave my father a letter 

to be delivered to Eze Ihenacho Njemanze who was then the traditional 

ruler of Owerri Nchi-Ise, soliciting his co-operation with the missionaries. 

In response, Eze-Iheanacho Njemanze through my father in a written form 

gave his consent to Nnamdi Azikiwe's request. It was my father who 

conveyed the written response of Eze Iheancho to Enugu. The role of my 

father in this direction saw to the establishment of Asumpta Cathidral in 

Owerri. Consequent upon this, the first Catholic Church in Owerri was 

established at the position where the former Imo Hotels was erected. The 

same Catholic missionaries later established  the Holy Ghost College, 

Owerri as well as the first Catholic hospital at Emekuku. In all these, 

Malam Yahaya and his brothers played significant roles.39 

 

Again, as a member of the colonial government in Owerri, it was Malam Yahaya who 

suggested to British officials the area where their administrative offices were to be built. In 

response to this suggestion, Douglas House was set up in the area that later became the 

seat of Imo State government. To a larger extent, these contributions remained indelible 

and were pointers to the fact that the Hausa migrants no doubt, contributed to the 

development of Owerri. It is on record that Malam Yahaya worked with the first British 

colonial officials in Owerri beginning from 1902 when the British colonial administration 

was initiated in the Owerri area. 40 

 

Even though the above submissions represented historical truth however, counter 

arguments from the group which maintained that the migrants contributed nothing to the 

development of Owerri had to be investigated and properly situated. The arguments of 

Ayozie Victor, Nzerem B.O and Godwin Onu which sought to strengthen the position of 

this group, were anchored on the premise that the arguments in favour of the migrants’ 

contributions to the development of Owerri were only real prior to the advent of Nigeria/ 

Biafra War in 1966. According to them, before 1966 a period which could be termed a 
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period of harmony during which the migrants  regarded themselves as Owerri people, and 

consequently married Owerri women and even built houses at Ama-Hausa. This was a 

period of honey moon romance between the indigenes of Owerri and the Hausa migrant 

settlers. 

 

Nevertheless, with the Nigeria\Biafra War and its unavoidable devastations on both sides 

of the divide, the migrants as well as their Owerri counterparts instantly lost confidence in 

each other, and the eclipse of the honey moon gradually and steadily creped in. 

Consequent upon this,  the migrants  began to see themselves more as visitors whose 

contributions to the development of Owerri was tantamount to waste of efforts and 

resources. This was the genesis in the migrants’ lost of interest in joining forces with Owerri 

people to develop the area. For them, Owerri had become an enemy territory, and as such, 

must be exploited. This was evident in the words of Godwin Onu, thus, Hausa people do 

not have any landed properties anywhere within Owerri and even beyond. Those of us 

working with Owerri Capital Development Authority (OCDA) and in the Ministry of Land 

would be happy to encourage them to buy land and build houses if they come forth. But 

none, I mean none of them is interested in owing landed properties in Owerri. 

 

Besides the exigencies of the Nigeria/Biafra War [1967/1970), which seemed to have 

conditioned the migrants’ mind set vis-a-viz their relationships with other Nigerian 

peoples, one wonders if the reasons for their attitude to their relationship with people from 

other culture zones especially Igbo, was in tandem with their trado-cultural cum religious 

beliefs, which appears to be in variance with the concept of universalism, globalism and 

the Igbo believe in the concept of Ala wu out, literarily meaning, “oneness of the earth 

goddess"   consequent upon which the Igbo man sees himself as one with any place, 

location or community where he lives, and as such, does his best to develop the area and 

make a home out of it. 

 

This was the secret of the dispersal of Igbo man's wealth and their permanent contributions 

and indelible footprints on the soil of their host communities. It was for these reasons that 

the Igbo man was feared by the Hausa, hated by the Yoruba and suspected by the 

Europeans. Till the Hausa migrants in Owerri begin honestly to imbibe Igbo-centric 

philosophy of universalism and unity in diversity, they would continue along the 

traditional line of exploitation of their host communities without replenishment. 

 

What is more, the Hausa migrants in Owerri behaved like untouchables. They neither paid 

tax nor contributed materially to the Development of Owerri.37 Balanced commercial 

relation only takes place when one buys from an economy and sales to the same economy. 
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Unfortunately, the Hausa migrants’ trade relationship with Owerri people was such that 

they (Hausa migrants) brought their agricultural and leather wares from northern Nigeria 

and sold them in Owerri markets, and on the other hand, bought nothing original to 

Owerri people. 

 

It is even more worrisome to note that the migrants brought to Owerri their own type of 

food. This was so because by the nature of their religion and culture, they were content to 

eat restricted types of foods. This was evident in their type of cloths or dresses which in 

most cases, were custom-made to reflect their religious culture. In fact, in terms of social, 

religious, economic and political contributions to the development of Owerri, the Hausa 

migrants were found wanting. 

 

Interestingly, the thesis and anti-thesis of the protagonist and antagonists of the migrants’ 

contributions to the development of Owerri were synthesized by the synthesis of those 

who believed that in practical terms, the migrants obviously contributed to the 

development of Owerri. For this group, the argument is that the contributions of the 

migrants when measured on a balance, it was observed that their contributions to the 

development of Owerri, be it in the pre-war era or in the post war period, were far lesser 

than what they took away from the economy of Owerri.  

 

This, however, did not in any way relegate their contributions no matter how little the 

contributions might be. This position was held by the present researcher whose research 

findings vindicated the submissions of Tony E. Nkwocha which insists that, there was   no   

way   a   worthy   research   on intergroup relations would relegate to the background the 

contributions of the two parties in a relationship. Irrespective of how little such 

contributions might be, it deserves mention and must be considered the basis for 

continuation of the relationship between the two groups and without which, there was no 

point for continuous intercourse. 

 

For the mere fact that, the migrants had something to offer to, and something to take from 

the economic, social and political  life of Owerri people,  was the reason why there  existed 

some kind of relationships between the two groups. It was for the same reason that the 

present study considered Hausa/Owerri peoples’ relationships a worthy academic 

exercise. Ventilating his view, Orondu Chidi Enyinnaya, while taking a middle position 

insists that, though the migrants' contributions to the development of Owerri was, indeed, 

minimal compared to what they took away from the same economy, it  was however, 

instructive to note that, 
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The economic activities of the Hausa migrants in Owerri Capital Territory 

did not only help in boosting commercial activities in the area, but   played 

prominent role in the development of various markets by creating 

varieties, and thus improved the standard of living of the entire citizens 

of Owerri municipality. Currently, the contributions of  the Hausa  

migrants to the economic growth of Owerri Municipality, and by 

extension, the entire Owerri Capital Territory, were very visible, 

particularly in trading activities. Through trade they introduced variety of 

edible items such as cane sugar, honey, onions, tomatoes, garlic etc.41 

 

It is for these reasons that one would insist that the Hausa migrants who lived in Owerri 

did contribute to the development of Owerri in various ways. In any case, for equity sake, 

it was strongly advised that they should do more to increase their roles both economically, 

socially and politically for the development of their host communities in particular, and 

Owerri Capital Territory in general.  
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